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NINE OUTSTANDING ROADLESS AREA ASSETS
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The following pages contain descriptions of nine areas on the Bridger-Teton
National Forest in Teton County, Wyoming. Much of the material comes directly
from the “BTNF Evaluation of Areas with Wilderness Potential 2008.” These
areas have many things in common with each other, among them:
1.

they are among the lowest elevation national forest lands in Jackson
Hole, with related wildlife habitat significance and ready access to the
public for a diverse variety of outdoor recreation experiences;

2.

a visitor can drive to them and sometimes through them – they are
directly adjacent to the places where roads end and backcountry
adventures begin; their roadless portions are in that condition largely
because of landscape ruggedness and related slope instability.

3.

they are connected to or closely proximate to large tracts of public
land that are protected as federal wilderness areas or other special
federal designations (e.g. Teton Wilderness, Gros Ventre Wilderness,
Jedediah Smith Wilderness, Grand Teton National Park, National Elk
Refuge, Wild & Scenic Rivers);

4.

they provide a mix of year-round, seasonal, migratory habitat, and
fisheries for the suite of fish and wildlife species that distinguish the
Jackson Hole area from almost every other place in the world;

5.

cumulatively, at a landscape scale, they contribute to the viability of
the greater Yellowstone-Teton ecosystem, an economically powerful
and ecologically unique part of Wyoming, the United States, and the
world.

Each area profile includes locally descriptive remarks on each of the first four
parameters noted above, quantitative statements of gross acreage and
elevations above sea level, an assessment of where the area fits on a timetested United States Forest Service recreation and wild country descriptive tool
called the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (USFS, ROS Guide, 1982, attached
hereto as Appendix 1), representative photographs, and a map. The gross
acreage numbers are taken from, and in their subpart sizes extrapolated from,
the “BTNF Evaluation of Areas with Wilderness Potential 2008.” Extrapolations
and numeric estimates are indicted with the “~” symbol.
A note regarding the ‘roaded, natural-appearing’ ROS class: none of the areas
with wilderness potential have open roads in them, but some of the areas are
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within the ¼-mile to ½- mile zone of influence near roads, and thus the mapping
includes this roaded class.

1 Pacific-Blackrock

7 Cache Creek

2 Spread Cr-Gros Ventre

8 Camp Creek

3 Grizzly Lake

9 Shoal Creek

4 Phillips Ridge

10 – 12 in other counties

5 Palisades

13 Grayback

6 Curtis Canyon

14, 15 in other counties

7 Cache Creek

16 Munger Mtn
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Pacific Creek + Blackrock Creek

Acreage and elevation
23,760 acres, of which ~22,572 acres are ROS-rated as “semi-primitive nonmotorized,” and ~1,188 acres are classified as “roaded.”
Lowest point: 7,000 feet

Highest point: 11,000 feet

Pacific Creek + Blackrock Creek
23,760 acres
1,188
Primitive
SPNM
SPM

22,572

Roaded
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General Description
Nearly all of this area lies within the Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized recreation
setting. Non-native plant species are few. U.S. 26 and the Buffalo Valley Road lie
south of the area. The sights and sounds of human activity are evident in some
places; the north boundary of the area is the Teton Wilderness.
Other than trails there is little evidence of human activity although adjacent
developments such as the dude ranches, private homes and associated roads
are visible from some locations. Pacific Creek is within a livestock grazing
allotment but the cattle numbers are low and their use has not created an
obvious change in vegetation or watershed integrity. One intrusion into the
naturalness of this area is found on the far eastern margin – the electronic
reflector that stands on the butte east of Breccia Peak.
Trailheads
The Pacific Creek Road passes through the far northwest corner of this area and
provides direct access to Pacific Creek and the Teton Wilderness. The Old
Buffalo Valley Highway has numerous trailheads along it, from Davis Hill and Box
K on the west to Box Creek and Turpin Meadow in its center. Access to Lost
Lake starts ~3 miles west of Togwotee Pass.
Recreational highlights
For most of the summer, aside from mainline trails, the opportunity for solitude
and unconfined recreation is high. There is a good deal of activity summer-long
in the vicinity of Pacific Creek and Turpin Meadows, especially along the main
trail corridors and the trails used by outfitters and dude ranches. Away from these
areas, the opportunity for solitude is high. Davis Hill, Lava Creek, the frontal hills
of Mt. Randolph, the Holmes Cave and Breccia Pass trails all receive relatively
low use in summer. Holmes Cave is only a 4.5 mile walk with the rewards of
spectacular pinnacle country views and a 4,000 foot spelunker’s adventure into
the earth at its terminus. Fall hunting season brings more people to some of
these areas, but the highest use season is winter. Snowmobile use occurs nearly
everywhere except where terrain and winter range closures do not allow it.
Although most of this area is close to roads and settlements, the rugged terrain,
opportunities for cross-country travel, climbing and cave exploration, and
presence of grizzly bears add to the challenge and skills needed to travel in this
area. The sights and sounds of recreation complexes, a main highway, and
private residences are fairly evident and close to many parts of the area, yet
forested draws have a remote feel. Since this area is contiguous with the vast
Teton Wilderness, there is a sense of remoteness even in this relative front
country.
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Proximity to special federal designation(s); Teton County boundary
This area shares a border with Grand Teton National Park on its western flank
and with the Teton Wilderness to the north. The federally designated Wild and
Scenic Pacific Creek and Buffalo Fork River pass through this area. 99.3% of this
area (~160 acres on the northeast flank of Sublette Peak, in Fremont County) lies
within Teton County, Wyoming.
Fisheries and wildlife habitats of special significance
The gray wolf, Canada lynx, and grizzly bear, find quality habitat here. The
Pacific Creek drainage offers high quality native cutthroat trout fishing, often
running clear earlier in the spring than many other area creeks. The Buffalo Fork
River is a quiet, slow-moving, and rewarding fishery for those willing to deal with
difficult streambank walking and periodic pockets of downed trees.
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Spread Ck & Mt. Leidy

Acreage and elevation
205,117 acres, of which ~61,535 acres are ROS-rated as “primitive,” ~102,559
acres are rated as “semi-primitive non-motorized,” ~30,760 acres are “semiprimitive motorized,” and ~10,256 acres are classified as “roaded.”
Lowest point: 7,200 feet

Highest point: 10,337 feet

Spread Creek & Mt. Leidy
205,117 acres
10,256
30,768
P
61,535

SPNM
SPM

102,559

RN
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General Description
At about 400,000 acres in total size, including “roaded” lands not evaluated in
2008 for wilderness potential, this is by far the largest area of major public and
ecological significance on undesignated areas of national forest lands in Teton
County. At a macro scale the area is flanked by the Buffalo Valley, Jackson Hole,
the Gros Ventre Valley, and the continental divide. At its widest points as the
crow flies it is thirty miles across east-west and twenty-three miles north-south.
Non-native species that alter the composition of natural plant and animal
communities are few or absent, as are any developments that degrade the freeflowing condition of rivers and streams. Its low elevation, diversity of habitats,
profound watershed value, good surface water availability, and general
remoteness make it a wildlife rich region.
Trailheads
Points of access are many. From the south they include many pullouts along the
Gros Ventre Road running east from Grand Teton National Park for almost thirty
miles as well as significant north-trending spurs from that road to Dry Dallas
Creek and Coal Mine Draw (30408), Gunsight Pass (30416), Cottonwood Creek
(30410) and the North Fork of Fish Creek (30411). From the west the access
routes are the Ditch Creek Road (30350), Shadow Mountain Road (30340 and
30345), and the Lower Spread Creek Road (30290), From the north the routes
are the Blackrock-Flagstaff Road (30100) and its various south-trending spurs
including a rough road to Leidy Lake (30250). Three miles west of Togwotee
Pass, forest road 30010 goes about four miles to Squaw Basin. The only road
originating on the east side of this area that reaches its perimeter is the Moccasin
Basin Road that starts on the Shoshone National Forest (537), crosses the
continental divide at about 9,300 feet above sea level, and descends into the
North Fork of Fish Creek (30750).
Recreational highlights
Continental Divide Snowmobile Trail System, outfitted and independent big game
hunting, summer camping, accessible summit at Mt. Leidy, fishing in Blackrock,
Spread, and North Fork Fish Creeks, multi-day mountain bike excursions, remote
wildland exploration. Motorized trails are open from July 1 to September 10.
Proximity to special federal designation(s); Teton County boundary
The landscape scale context of this region gives it its greatest ecological
significance. It lies south of the vast Teton Wilderness and Yellowstone National
Park’s remote southeast quarter, due west of and adjacent to Grand Teton
National Park, and north of the Gros Ventre Wilderness. Its western flank is
marked by the meandering continental divide and the straight Teton-Fremont
County line. Blackrock Creek is a designated Scenic River, recognized in part for
its ecological values and the presence of rare plants.
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The area is about 99% in Teton County, Wyoming, with three small west-flowing
headwater lobes and the southwest summit flank of Pilot Knob spilling over the
county line into Fremont County.
Fisheries and wildlife habitats of special significance
Water quality is high and watershed conditions are healthy and functioning
properly. Ecological communities or species that are rare or at risk find protection
and quality habitat in the area, including grizzly bear, gray wolf, sage grouse, and
Canada lynx. Historic elk migration zones and seasonal elk habitats are of
international significance. The area’s role in ecosystem connectivity within the
greater Yellowstone-Teton ecosystem begs for superlative description; for more
than thirty years it has had the title of the overlooked gem in the emerald
necklace of wildlands that surround Jackson Hole.
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Grizzly Lake

Acreage and elevation
3,995 acres, all of which are ROS-rated as “primitive.”
Lowest point: 7,000 feet

Highest point: 8,700 feet

Grizzly Lake
3995 acres

P
3,995
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General Description
This lower-elevation area contains a mix of aspen, conifer, and sage meadows.
The trail to Grizzly Lake is moderately used and it is possible to find no one else
on the trail except on high-season weekends; this trail also gives access to Blue
Miner Lake in the Gros Ventre Wilderness, on the “backside” of the Sleeping
Indian. The area lies between the Gros Ventre Wilderness and the river; although
one is never far from human activity along the Gros Ventre road or the ranches in
the area, the topography and forest cover in places lend a sense of remoteness.
Trailheads
Red Hills Campground, Crystal Creek Campground, both accessed by the main
Gros Ventre Road (USFS-BTNF Road 30400)
Recreational highlights
Grizzly Lake itself is an easy 5-mile round trip walk periodically marked by
stunning Teton Range views to the west and arresting evening glow on the Red
Hills to the northeast. Fishing access to the southwest bank of the Gros Ventre
River exists just upstream of Lower Slide Lake.
Proximity to special federal designation(s); Teton County boundary
Adjacent to Gros Ventre Geological Slide Area on the west, the Gros Ventre
Wilderness to the south. The federally designated Wild & Scenic Gros Ventre
River and Crystal Creek run, respectively, past the northern and eastern borders
of this area. Entirely roadless and 100% in Teton County, Wyoming.
Fisheries and wildlife habitats of special significance
The Gros Ventre River is this area’s constant companion and harbors a strong
population of cutthroat trout as well as mountain whitefish. Seasonal marshes
and one pond provide nesting habitat
for swans and other waterfowl.
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Cache Creek

Acreage and elevation
14,866 acres, of which ~11,150 acres are rated as “semi-primitive nonmotorized,” and ~3,717 acres are “semi-primitive motorized.”
Lowest point: 6,400 feet

Highest point: 9,000 feet

Cache Creek
14,866 acres

3,717

SPNM
11,150

SPM
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General Description
Cache Creek is the Town of Jackson’s backyard recreation mecca. Trail systems
that connect Cache Creek to Wilson Canyon and Game Creek absorb significant
amounts of summertime day-use activity. The connection to the Snow King
Mountain Ski Area at the area’s northwest corner makes this a principal frontcountry resource for the public. The northern aspect of the Snow King-Cache
Creek drainage is steep and consistent enough to hold snow early in the winter
and late into the spring; the sun-free creek bottom area can be particularly damp
and cold in the depths of winter. Cache Creek provided the early municipal water
supply for the Town of Jackson, and, for a brief period, its flows were harnessed
to generate electricity.
Trailheads
The Snow King Mountain Resort provides winter and summer ski lift access to
the summit ridge of Snow King Mountain. The Cache Creek Road (USFS BTNF
Road 30450) provides access to the Cache Creek trailhead. A small day-use
parking area offers access via Game Creek on the area’s southern limit.
Recreational highlights
Recreational use starting at the Cache Creek trailhead is heavy, including a
purpose-built and well-signed network of mountain bike and winter fat bike trails,
a groomed cross country ski track on the road in the winter, and an ADA
accessible boardwalk trail through large spruce trees and adjacent to Cache
Creek. In summer, the road provides an easy gradient for horses, mountain
bikers, walkers (often with dogs), and special use covered-wagon commercial
use permittees. The trail loop locally known as “Cache-Game” is a popular
mountain biking route that lets people move from the deep forest confines of
Cache Creek over a small saddle into the drier, more open Game Creek
drainage. Other routes, bearing names that reflect community leaders from
earlier generations like Hagen, Ferrin, Leek, and Wilson receive substantial use.
One trail, Linda’s, honors an outstanding recreation manager from the BridgerTeton National Forest.
Proximity to special federal designation(s); Teton County boundary
Adjacent to a southwest flank of the Gros Ventre Wilderness. 100% in Teton
County, Wyoming.
Fisheries and wildlife habitats of special significance
The opportunity to see wildlife, particularly moose and mule deer, is notable. The
area includes lovely wildflower parks. Serial beaver dams and lodges occur in the
gentler reaches of Cache Creek’s middle section and are major highlights of
lower Game Creek. Big game winter range and seasonal transition use in the
relatively quiet Leek’s Canyon is significant, particularly in the context of the high
recreational impacts associated with Snow King, Cache Creek, and Game Creek.
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Camp Creek

Acreage and elevation
5,966 acres, of which ~4,475 acres are rated as “semi-primitive non-motorized,”
and ~1,492 acres are “semi-primitive motorized” (due to limited seasonal vehicle
use by Wyoming Game and Fish Department and the construction of a gas
pipeline over Camp Creek Saddle).
Lowest point: 6,100 feet

Highest point: 7,500 feet

Camp Creek
5,966 acres

1,492

SPNM

4,475

SPM
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General Description
Most of the area is in a natural condition, though there are areas of non-native
grass and evidence of heavy grazing and browsing by wildlife in the Camp Creek
area where two elk feed grounds contribute to an unnaturally high concentration
of elk for part of the year. A natural gas pipeline has compromised the wilderness
value of this area, but doesn’t interfere with current uses.
Trailheads
Camp Creek on the north side of the Hoback River provides the easiest public
access.
Recreational highlights
Views from open areas and high points include developments in the nearby
valleys and the sights and sounds of U.S. 191. Once north and east of Camp
Creek Saddle, the sights and sounds of nearby developments area mostly gone.
Little Horse Creek is a popular route into the upper elevations during hunting
season; for much of the summer there is little recreation use here.
Proximity to special federal designation(s); Teton County boundary
Adjacent to a west flank of the Gros Ventre Wilderness and bordered on its south
by the federally designated Wild & Scenic Hoback River. 100% in Teton County,
Wyoming.
Fisheries and wildlife habitats of special significance
Winter range for elk, mule deer, and bighorn sheep give this area its wildlife
habitat distinction. Camp and Little Horse Creeks include stands
of aspen and shrubs such as serviceberry that attract songbirds, deer, and black
bears. Migrating Lewis’
woodpeckers have been
observed in fall. Mule deer,
elk, bighorn sheep, and moose
may be seen in the area; much
of it is considered crucial big
game winter range.
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Phillips Ridge

Acreage and elevation
9,785 acres, of which ~8,807 acres are rated as “semi-primitive non-motorized,”
and ~489 acres are “semi-primitive motorized,” and another ~489 acres are
“roaded.”
Lowest point: 6,240 feet

Highest point: 10,927 feet

Phillips Ridge
9,785 acres
489

489

SPNM

SPM
RN

8,807
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General Description
Phillips Ridge is the town of Wilson’s western neighbor. It receives significant
summer hiking and mountain bike travel, regular winter cross country ski activity,
and increasing amounts of winter snowmobile use as well. Trips to Ski Lake and
up the sides of Mount Glory attract a constant flow of winter ski activity and a
regular stream of summer wildflower hikers. Views from Phillips Ridge and Mount
Glory extend north to the high Tetons, east over the valley of Jackson Hole, and
south to the folded layers of the Snake River Range in the Palisades Wilderness
Study Area.
Trailheads
A parking area atop Teton Pass offers steep-trail and winter boot-pack access
via the area’s southwest corner. Phillips Ridge has two trailheads that both use
the name Phillips Canyon. The southern one is accessed on USFS BTNF Road
972 from Teton Pass Highway (Wyoming Hwy 22), about half-way up to Teton
Pass; the northern one is accessed from Teton County’s Fish Creek Road ~3
miles north of Wilson.
Recreational highlights
Summertime hiking to Ski Lake brings out a great variety of people. At less than
1,000 feet net elevation gain, yet hidden in its cirque until the travelers’ moment
of arrival, Ski Lake is a favored three-generation trail; it is suitable for
grandparents, interesting to youngsters, and well-enough watered to provide
dogs with cool comfort. Extensive Douglas-fir covered slopes in the Phillips
Canyon area, including on the mountain-bike purpose-built Arrow, Snotel, and
Phillips Ridge Trails, offer the majesty of that stout tree species and related open,
park-like mixed forest and meadow. The upper reaches of the Phillips Pass trail
attract visitors seeking to catch the occasional extravaganza of fireweed in
bloom.
Proximity to special federal designation(s); Teton County boundary
The area is adjacent to the southeast flank of the Jedediah Smith Wilderness
Area and touches, on its northern limit, the special use permit area of the
Jackson Hole Mountain Resort. It is also in contact with the high altitude southern
tip of Grand Teton National Park. The Palisades Wilderness Study Area is across
Wyoming Highway 22 to the south. 100% in Teton County, Wyoming.
Fisheries and wildlife habitats of special significance
Phillips Ridge is a forest birder’s paradise. It is quiet enough to pick out
distinctive bird songs, and often open enough to locate the winged musicians
with both the naked eye and binoculars. Moose, deer and elk are all frequent
summertime residents in the high meadows and adjacent forest cover. Black
bears are also found in the area.
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Munger Mountain

Acreage and elevation
10,063 acres, of which ~503 acres are rated as “semi-primitive non-motorized,”
and ~9,560 acres are “semi-primitive motorized” with motorized trails open from
July 1 to September 10.
Lowest point: 5,900 feet

Highest point: 8,383 feet

Munger Mtn.
10,063 acres
503

SPNM
SPM
9,560
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General Description
Munger Mountain is the 8383-foot prominence on the south end of Jackson Hole,
placing a topographical exclamation point at the bottom of the basin, thus
completing the “hole.” It has significant access from Fall Creek Road south of
Wilson, and surprising wildness on its Snake River flanked northern and eastern
slopes. The remains of the foundation and some broken glass shards from a fire
lookout on the summit harken back to Civilian Conservation Corps days of the
1930’s. For a few weeks each year gold and yellow fall foliage lights up the
mountain’s aspen-covered slopes. For a relatively small area surrounded by
roads and housing developments, Munger Mountain appears quite natural. An
increasing level of trail use and pioneering by motor vehicles is creating more
visible scars and a dense network of trails in some parts of this area.
Trailheads
Fall Creek Road, (USFS BTNF Road 30000), provides access opposite from the
North Fork of Fall Creek and at numerous undeveloped pull-off sites on either
side of Pritchard Pass down to a Wyoming Game and Fish Department managed
elk feed ground at Dog Creek. On the north and west sides of the area, quick
access is somewhat restricted due to private land, and by the run of the Snake
River on its eastern side. US Highway 26/89 provides roadside access on the
southern perimeter.
Recreational highlights
Rodeo Wall, reached from a pull-out along US Highway 26/89, is a popular quickaccess and sun-warmed climber’s practice area. A network of well-maintained
and well-signed mountain bike trails through mixed forests and occasional
meadows in the area’s northwest quarter sustain a steady cohort of summertime
day-travelers. Popular routes include Wally’s World, Cosmic Carol’s, Poison
Creek, and Squaw Creek. Winter use comes from snowshoe walkers, crosscountry skiers, and, when permitted by seasonal use restrictions, from
snowmachine travelers. Among the attractions Munger Mountain offers are fields
of wildflowers, fall colors, and on its south slope, significant stands of bigtooth
maple, seen mostly south of our area.
Proximity to special federal designation(s); Teton County boundary
The southern reaches of Munger Mountain touch a reach of the federally
designated Wild and Scenic Snake River. Its northern reaches are adjacent to
private lands protected under the terms of a conservation easement held by the
Jackson Hole Land Trust in cooperation with the Wyoming Game and Fish
Department. The Palisades Wilderness Study Area is across Fall Creek Road to
the west of Munger Mountain. 100% in Teton County, Wyoming.
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Fisheries and wildlife habitats of special significance
Its proximity to the South Park elk feed ground and lower elevations of the Snake
River Range make it prime migration and winter habitat for elk and moose. A
forest fire in the 1930s has left a mosaic of aspen, second-growth conifer,
mountain shrubland, wildflower parks and old-growth Douglas-fir, making for a
diverse habitat. Ruffed grouse are prolific, sometimes practically underfoot, other
times bursting from places of camouflaged hiding to airborne escape. Overall bird
biomass in the aspen forest type is famously rich in comparison to other local
habitat types. The ranges of habitats that make it home to resident groups of
mule deer also give it value to mountain lions. One concern is the increasing
weed problem, especially from musk thistle. Non-native plants have become
established in the area to a greater extent than in some others.
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Curtis Canyon

Acreage and elevation
9,580 acres, of which ~4,790 acres are rated as “semi-primitive non-motorized,”
and ~1,916 acres are “semi-primitive motorized,” and another ~2,874 acres are
“roaded.”
Lowest point: 6,400 feet

Highest point: 9,678 feet

Curtis Canyon
9,580 acres
0

SPNM

2,874

SPM

4,790

RN

1,916
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General Description
Curtis Canyon is known for spectacular views of the Tetons, enjoyed from the
main road system that gives access to campsites and trailheads. Other special
values include wildlife, particularly elk, which move across the area from the
adjacent National Elk Refuge, bison, bears, falcons, and gray wolves. Its
popularity for dispersed camping near roads has created management
challenges for the Forest Service. The lower elevation parts are accessed from
the climbing rock parking area. These offer early wildflowers as well as eroded
rock towers and platforms; plants not usually found in most of the area are
abundant here.
Trailheads
USFS BTNF Roads 30442-099, from the Town of Jackson, through the National
Elk Refuge, and onto the national forest provide recreational access to hikes to
the summit belly of the Sleeping Indian. A maze of well-used roads linked to
USFS BTNF Road 30443 provide access first to the Curtis Canyon Campground
and then deeper into Curtis Canyon and to adjacent Sheep Creek and Twin
Creek.
Recreational highlights
Curtis Canyon includes front-country rock faces favored by sport climbers. Day
use to Goodwin Lake is an easy six-mile round trip walk, with the final destination
just a mile inside the Gros Ventre Wilderness. A few more hours and some
patience with off-trail navigation will take a hiker to the summit of Jackson Peak.
The walk to the summit belly of the Sleeping Indian, though often exposed to sun
and weather and mostly devoid of surface water, is gentle enough to attract a
wide variety of hikers; the reward is a summer lunch above treeline.
Proximity to special federal designation(s); Teton County boundary
Curtis Canyon is flanked on its northern, eastern, and southern edges by the
Gros Ventre Wilderness, and on its western edge by the National Elk Refuge.
100% in Teton County.
Fisheries and wildlife habitats of special significance
Goodwin Lake, just a mile inside the Gros Ventre Wilderness, offers fun fishing
for anglers whose ambitions run to quantity rather than size. The area’s
extensive stands of limber pine and patches of both whitebark pine and Douglasfir are struggling under the pressure of beetle infestations and other climaterelated stresses. Drier southerly facing slopes have many stands of mature
Douglas-fir trees and wide swaths of fireweed. Pockets of aspen dot the moister
aspects of the area. The lower area hosts birds of open country including horned
larks, sage thrashers, and rock wrens. Prairie falcons have historically nested in
the area. It provides winter range for bighorn sheep, elk, and occasional bison,
thus reducing the number of animals on the National Elk Refuge.
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Willow Creek

Acreage and elevation This drainage is part of a much larger roadless area, the
Grayback, which includes 313,847 acres in three counties. Considered here is
the Willow Creek drainage itself, which is about 62,200 acres. The primary public
access points are not within the Willow Creek drainage itself, so 95% of the area
can be classified as “primitive.”
Lowest point: 6035 ft

Highest point: 10,612 ft

Willow Creek
62,200 acres
3110

P
SPNM

59,090
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General Description
Willow Creek flows north from Pickle Pass to join the Hoback, running between
the Hoback Range on the east and Grayback Ridge on the west. Grayback
Ridge is a landmark of scenic and historic importance, associated with Theodore
Roosevelt, who once hunted in the area. The 75-mile Wyoming Range National
Recreation Trail begins at its north terminus at Bryan Flat and follows Willow
Creek over Pickle Pass to continue southward along the crest of the range.
Nearly all of the Willow Creek area has distinctive scenic character, with ridges,
cliffs, and multi-colored rock formations, aspen stands, and extensive subalpine
wildflower parks. Most of the whitebark pine at its upper end have died.
Trailheads
The main trailhead for this area is at Bryan Flat, south of the Hoback Canyon.
The upper end is reached from the Big Springs Trail and via the Pickle Pass trail,
both accessed via the Little Greys River Road. Other access points include
Palmer and Cliff Creeks, where trails leading over the mountains lead into Willow
Creek.
Recreational highlights
Except in popular hunting locations early in the elk and deer seasons there is a
very good chance to seeing few other parties on most of the trails here. A loop
trail connecting the old Rimrock Ranch road and the trail system on Elk Ridge
and Ann’s Peak have become increasingly popular for summer horseback riding
and hiking. Winter motorized use is allowed under the forest plan. Outstanding
opportunities for backcountry hunting are offered by the large, remote area and
the wildlife it supports. Willow Creek itself, spring-fed and cold through the
season, is an attraction, as are the surrounding mountainsides with cliff bands
and exposed anticlines, rugged peaks and diverse vegetation communities. In
2017 a large landslide created a lake in the upper stretches of Willow Creek, and
it remains uncertain whether this slide will breach or stabilize.
Proximity to special federal designation(s); Teton County boundary
A 16.2-mile segment of Willow Creek is a designated Wild River; about 7 miles is
in Teton County. The Hoback River into which Willow Creek flows is a national
Recreational River. The Gros Ventre Wilderness lies across the Hoback Canyon
from this area. Approximately 35,200 acres in the Willow Creek headwaters are
in Lincoln County, Wyoming.
Fisheries and wildlife habitats of special significance
The Willow Creek area is well-known as a big game hunting area, and is used by
several outfitter-guides as well as the general public. The diversity of landforms,
elevation and vegetation provide for many species from moose to bighorn sheep.
Elk leaving the Camp Creek feedground in the spring travel in large herds to
Willow Creek, where many cows bear their calves. Willow Creek is a cold-water
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fishery, though the stream gradient, past floods and gravel braiding limit the size
of the fish here. Perhaps the new lake upstream will change that. Beavers in the
flatter reaches of the creek offer habitat for aquatic creatures from fish to
amphibians. Small sag ponds in old landslides hold water much of the summer,
and also provide habitat for amphibians, and watering areas for big game, grouse
and sandhill cranes.
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Summary of the recreation opportunity spectrum used by USFS. Arranged from
the least developed to most developed areas typically found within a national
forest. These classes were developed with the non-snow season in mind. Many
of the places classified as Semi-primitive, non-motorized (SPNM) have motorized
winter sports within them.

ROS CLASS
PRIMITIVE
(MOST
WILDERNESS,
LARGE ROADLESS
AREAS)
SPNM (SOME
WILDERNESS,
ROADLESS
AREAS)

SPM (ROADLESS
AREAS WITH
MOTORIZED
ROUTES)

ROADED
(RECREATION
CORRIDORS,
AREAS IN ROAD
INFLUENCE
ZONE)

RURAL (LIGHTLY
DEVELOPED
FARM AND
RANCH LANDS)

URBAN (SKI
AREAS, PLACES
LIKE OLD
FAITHFUL)

DESCRIPTION
Remote, unmodified natural area of at least 5,000 acres
Few signs, no motorized travel
Very high probability of solitude; closeness to nature; self-reliance;
little evidence of people
Predominately natural; rustic improvements to protect resources. 2,500
+ acres
Minimum signing. Motorized travel not included, though the BTNF
forest plan does have provisions for snowmobiling in some otherwise
SPNM areas.
High probability of solitude, closeness to nature; some evidence of
others
Predominately natural; rustic improvements to protect resources. 2,500
+ acres
Minimum on-site controls with some restrictions; motorized offhighway vehicles allowed year-round, designated routes per travel plans
Moderate probability of solitude; motorized use noticeable
Natural with nodes and corridors of development and rustic, small-scale
resorts
Obvious signs of on-site management (information and regulations)
Moderate evidence of human sights and sounds; concentration of users
at campsites, trailheads, boat launches, etc.
Landscapes with natural appearing backdrop. Ranches, farms,
moderately developed resorts
Obvious signing (regulation and information), motorized and
mechanized travel common, access via roads
High interaction among users is common.
Site modifications and facilities in resorts and complexes.
Intensive on-site management, obvious signs and staffing, education
and law enforcement.
Opportunity to be with others - high degree of interaction.
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